
“The most beautiful 
thing we can 
experience is the 
mysterious.  It is the 
source of all true art 
and all science.  Those 
to whom this emotion 
is a stranger, who can 
no longer pause to 
wonder and stand rapt 
in awe, are as good as 
dead: their eyes are 
closed.”

Albert Einstein





Milky Way 1953-55

large halo of 
dark matter 

70s/80s relics 
or remnants?

PYTHAGORAS ~ 550 BCE                The THEORIST
 Cosmos - The Universe as a Mathematical Entity 
 Music of the Heavens – Frequency/Wavelength

ROGER BACON ~ 1260 AD 
MARRIAGE: of Experiment to Theory
COPERNICUS/KEPLER/GALILEO et al. ~1600 AD

 NEWTON ~ 1660 - 1690 AD               The PHYSICIST
 LAW OF GRAVITATION - Mass Attraction
 Heavenly Objects Arise via Clumping .. Gravitational Instability 
 Thus: the Universe is Infinite

 KANT ~ 1755 AD Galaxies - ‘Island Universes’       YES! (Early 20s)



Newton’s Death Mask @ROE 
Crawford collection

4



Milky Way 1953-55

large halo of dark matter 
70s/80s around galaxies; 

30s around clusters. 
relics or remnants?

KANT ~ 1755 AD Galaxies - ‘Island Universes’       YES! (Early 20s)
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Gravitational waves – 1917         

Gravity=Geometry=Mass-Energy

the universe is comprehensible!!!

cosmological constant 1917
1998/2007+: dark energy 
ΩΛ (space, time)?

Beyond Einstein

Ωdm= dark matter (in labs?)

Ωb= ordinary matter (known)

ripples in spacetime moving at the speed of 
light.  we will “see” it   from black holes ΩBH 
& neutron stars ~2011, from the quantum early 
Universe ~2010? ΩGW



EINSTEIN: SCIENTIFIC COSMOLOGY(1917) 
 Finite universe without a boundary

 “Cosmological Constant”  (~ 1895)   ΩΛ
 Make the Universe Finite via A Repulsive Force
     “My greatest blunder”

FRIEDMANN (1922) Evolving 
(Expanding) Universe

  YES!  Hubble (late 20s)
 the SINGULARITY (30s,60s), 

infinite density (!!!???)
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What is the Universe made of? 



IOTA 1967, Cambridge B2FH 57,  WFH 67, sn

 GAMOW (40s, early 50s) HOT BIG BANG 
Hydrogen (75%) & Helium (25%) Deuterium/Lithium 
from the first minutes ; Carbon, Oxygen, Iron,..from 
exploding stars 40s-80s  



Crab 1054 AD SN + pulsar 
i.e. neutron star remnant

SN1987a @LMC 

collapse neutrinos,  

no neutron star yet

SN1987a + 17 yrs

Nobel 
Prize 84 
Willy 
Fowler + 
Chandra
-sekhar



from the latest data: wmap5+acbar+cbi+b03+.+WL+LSS+SN1+Lya

cosmic baryon number nb=0.261 +-.005 /m3





extra-“ordinary” matter 

what is 
mass?

dark matter

antimatter 
asymmetry

extra 
dimensions

LHC “first light” Sept08 
@CERN’s “cosmic” accelerator

Galileo’s Accelerator 
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A Simulated Higgs Event in CMS: LHC 

‘Supersymmetric’ particles ? Is Dark Matter this

If Dark Matter interacts with ordinary matter by more than gravity, we may “see” 
it at the Large Hadronic Collider 2008+ or at SNOlab 2008+ in Sudbury





The 
Universe
Is Radiant

Arno Penzias
Robert Wilson

1965



                    The Nobel Prize in Physics 2006 
(also Gruber Prize in Cosmology 2006 for Mather + the COBE team)
"for their discovery of the blackbody form and anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background radiation"

John C. Mather 1946- George F. Smoot 1945-



Feb03, Mar06,08



Nasa’s WMAP satellite @ L2: launch 
2001.5, 1yr data 2003.2, 3yr 2006.3, 
5yr 2008.3, funded for 9 years

Planck satellite @ L2: launch 2009.2 
ESA+NASA+ Cdn Space Agency



Jul05, Sept08Boom05 deep
13.65 -0.00038 billion years ago

Planck09 
as deep



Jul05, Sept08Boom05 deep
13.65 -0.00038 billion years ago

Planck09 
as deep



Boomerang 
@150GHz 

Simulated 
Theory

vs 
Real
Data

looks the 
same





Hubble “Cosmic Evolution Survey”
• 2 deg2 Hubble Space 
Telescope data
(largest ever Hubble 
program)
• > 2 million faint 
galaxies with 
measurable shapes

& Beyond 
Hubble: JWST 

(+TMT+)
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a  starless 
“dark age” 
before the 
most 
distant 
galaxies 
dwarflets & 
the 1st  stars

form at 
compression 13

1st light:  
Cosmic 
Microwave 
Background

released at 
compression 
1100; formed 
at ~1030 

U was 
linear 

& 
simpler 

then

EINSTEIN …1905 international year of physics 2005
 NEW LAW OF GRAVITATION (1916); speed of light is the ultimate 

speed HORIZONs; Space is curved by mass;  Lightwaves bend, 
wavelengths change, under gravity 



Galaxies at compression 10

Z(F850LP) J(F110W)  H(F160W)

Z(F850LP) J(F110W)  H(F160W)

“UtraDeep” work of Richard Ellis et al.CIfAR Associate 

TMT: Thirty Metre Telescope

JWST: James Webb Space Telescope

SKA: Square Kilometre Array
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cluster/gp web “now”, the  galaxy/dwarf system “then” 
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Cosmology today
1) Space and time:   geometry shaped by mass-energy
2) Origin:                  “big bang” 13.7 aeons ago
3) Evolution:             expanding, cooling, accelerating
4) Arrangement:       galaxies in the cosmic web 
5) Composition:       dark matter and dark energy & us

There is grandeur in this view … from 
so simple a beginning endless forms 
most beautiful and most wonderful have 
been, and are being, evolved.

Charles Darwin
The Origin of Species



– Walt Whitman

“To me every hour of the light 
and dark is a miracle. Every 
cubic inch of space is a miracle.”

In every cubic centimetre
• cosmic radiation 412 cm-3

• dark matter ~amu m-3 ~ 
compressed in MW to  ~0.1 amu cm-3 for 
LHC-type DM, ~ 1 every 10 cm
• dark energy ~4 keV cm-3 
~(milli-eV)4

• neutrinos ~ CMB photons
• gravity waves  
• virtual particles - vacuum fluctuations  
•  Higgs potential  - origin of mass
• extra dimensions here, now?



Dark Matter: 

Ωdm=20.7 ± 5%

Dark Energy: 

ΩΛ = 75 ± 3%

Stars:
0.5%

Free 
H & He:
4.3%

Chemical Elements: 
(other than H & He) 0.025%

Neutrinos: 
0.47%

Radiation: 
0.005%

Gravity Waves 
ΩGW  ~10-14 - 10-10 LIGO
ΩBlackHoles  ~10-7



ΩΛ (time,space)

Then (10-37s) inflation 
Now (13.7 x 109 yr) 
dark energy mystery
our CIfAR future: to the 
early & late Universe thru 
Experiment + Theory (CMB+Lens+SN+clusters + 
LIGO/LISA/BBO for gravity waves + SNOlab/
CERN/ILC for dark matter)

detect Ωcdm in lab; detect primordial  ΩGW
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end 



– T. S. Eliot

We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.

it is primarily for 
this knowing & its 

inspiration to  young 
minds that the world 

is spending tens of 
billions of dollars on 
the cosmic quest for 
fundamental physics

The world wide web, 
technological space 

spinoffs, amazing detector 
& computational advances, 

are (important) asides



EINSTEIN … 1905 international year of physics 2005
 NEW LAW OF GRAVITATION (1916)
 speed of light is the ultimate speed (HORIZONs)
 Space is curved by mass 
 Lightwaves bend, wavelengths change, under gravity
 Gravitational lensing of 

deep galaxies by clusters 
Toronto RCS 2001; RCS2

Hoekstra, Gladders, Yee

Weak lensing via Canada 
France Hawaii Telescope 
Legacy Survey 2002-08

Hoekstra, van 
Waerbeke



CIAR Feb 2006

CFHT

SN

Survey

 Carlberg,  
Pritchet, 

et al.

 3yr now  
300 SN1a

5yr
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Now-2013+

~km scale 

detect .001 nuclear 
radius 

DANGER:
BLACK HOLES 
MERGING



How will Accelerators cast Light
on the Dark Side of the Universe?

Galileo’s Accelerator 
Cern’s Accelerator  

2008
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How will Accelerators cast Light
on the Dark Side of the Universe?

If Dark Matter interacts with ordinary matter by more than gravity, we may “see” 
it at the Large Hadronic Collider 2008+ or at SNOlab 2008+ in Sudbury

Galileo’s Accelerator 
Cern’s Accelerator  

2008



2017??

~5 million km scale 
detect .001 atomic radius 

DANGER: 
SuperMassive
BLACK HOLES 
MERGING


